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Why Most Published Research Findings Are False
-Ioannidis (2005)

http://journals.plos.org/plosmedicine/article?id=10.1371/journal.pmed.0020124
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Exhibit A:
Replication Crisis

Fail to Replicate:

Others Work

Their Own Work

Chemistry

90%

60%

Biology

80%

60%

Physics

70%

50%

Medicine

70%

60%

Earth Science

60%

40%

Baker (2016). 1,500 scientists lift the lid on reproducibility

Decline Effect (Rhine, 1930)
Generalizations Decay (1975)

Effect Size

Exhibit B:
The Mystery of the
Disappearing Effect Size

0
Time
Schooler, J. W.; Engstler-Schooler, T. Y. (1990). "Verbal overshadowing of visual
memories: Some things are better left unsaid". Cognitive Psychology. 22 (1): 36–71.
Jonah_Lehrer (2010). "The Truth Wears Off". The New Yorker.
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Exhibit C:
The Dog That Didn’t Bark
• Prediction models that are not replicated,
used, or applied in any way
• 1978 to 2016: 56,202 prediction models
– 346 replication studies

Causes of the Crisis
• Multifaceted
– Unprecedented rate of publication
– Pressures to publish
– Worship of novelty
– Fraud
– P-hacking
– Researcher degrees of freedom
– Selective Publication
Garden of Forking Paths
Gelman (2013)
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… The data must be a random,
representative sample from
the process being studied

… The observed data
represent one realization of a
process that could be
indefinitely repeated

t-test

Scenario

Test Statistic

1. Simple classical
test

T(y)

One planned statistical
inference

2. Test pre-chosen
from set of possible
tests

T (y; f)

One test with pre-registered f

3. Test based on the T (y ; f(y) )
data
4. Fishing

T (y ; fj )

Only one test. Different test
would have been performed
given different data
Performing j tests and
reporting the best one(s)

f: control variables, covariates, transformations, data coding rules, exclusion, outliers, main
effects, interactions, subgroups, alternate outcomes, direction of effect
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Garden of Forking Paths

f2

1
Simple classical test

Scenario

f1

Test Statistic

1. Simple classical
test

T(y)

One planned statistical
inference

2. Test pre-chosen
from set of possible
tests

T (y; f)

One test with pre-registered f

3. Test based on the T (y ; f(y) )
data
4. Fishing

T (y ; fj )

Only one test. Different test
would have been performed
given different data
Performing j tests and
reporting the best one(s)

f: control variables, covariates, transformations, data coding rules, exclusion, outliers, main
effects, interactions, subgroups, alternate outcomes, direction of effect
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Garden of Forking Paths
Tenure!

f2

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4
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Fishing

Scenario

f1

Test Statistic

1. Simple classical
test

T(y)

One planned statistical
inference

2. Test pre-chosen
from set of possible
tests

T (y; f)

One test with pre-registered f

3. Test based on the T (y ; f(y) )
data
4. Fishing

T (y ; fj )

Only one test. Different test
would have been performed
given different data
Performing j tests and
reporting the best one(s)

f: control variables, covariates, transformations, data coding rules, exclusion, outliers, main
effects, interactions, subgroups, alternate outcomes, direction of effect
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Garden of Forking Paths

f2
2

2

2

2

f1

Test pre-chosen (registered) from
many tests

Scenario

Test Statistic

1. Simple classical
test

T(y)

One planned statistical
inference

2. Test pre-chosen
from set of possible
tests

T (y; f)

One test with pre-registered f

3. Test based on the T (y ; f(y) )
data
4. Fishing

T (y ; fj )

Only one test. Different test
would have been performed
given different data
Performing j tests and
reporting the best one(s)

f: control variables, covariates, transformations, data coding rules, exclusion, outliers, main
effects, interactions, subgroups, alternate outcomes, direction of effect
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Garden of Forking Paths

3

f2

Test Based on data

f1

Garden of Forking Paths

3
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Replication Behavior

Effect Size

Fishing
Forking Paths
Pre-registration
One-test

Initial Study

Scenario

Replication

Test Statistic

1. Simple classical
test

T(y)

One planned statistical
inference

2. Test pre-chosen
from set of possible
tests

T (y; f)

One test with pre-registered f

3. Test based on the T (y ; f(y) )
data

✔

4. Fishing

T (y ; fj )

Only one test. Different test
would have been performed
given different data
Performing j tests and
reporting the best one(s)

f: control variables, covariates, transformations, data coding rules, exclusion, outliers, main
effects, interactions, subgroups, alternate outcomes, direction of effect
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Definition of False
Traditional
• Type I error: Reject null
hypothesis when it is
true
• Type II error: Fail to
reject null hypothesis
when it is false
Type M

Gelman
• Type M error: Errors in
the magnitude of the
estimated effect size
• Type S error: Errors in
the sign of the
estimated effect size
Type S

http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.432.8657&rep=rep1&type=pdf

Recipe for Greater Chances of Being
False
•
•
•
•

Small effect size
Small (modest) sample size
Large measurement error
High variation

• Low prior probability of effect
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Top 3 Forking Paths
• One reasonable hypothesis maps on to several
reasonable statistical hypotheses (i.e., one to many)
– PONV is associated with age

• Statistical interaction (moderation) must be taken into
consideration for the primary interpretation
– Age x sex is needed to consider the effect of age

• Adding confounder control post hoc
– We should control for several covariates as they seem to
be confounding the age association

Possible Reactions
Deductive
• This is a major concern

Inductive
• Not concerned

•

Science should proceed from
carefully crafted inferences

•

The very idea of science is to
learn from data; you have to
explore your data to know what it
tells you.

•

Few inferences, high confidence
in them

•

Many inferences are okay

•

P-values (and CI) don’t really
indicate what they are supposed
to under most applied
circumstances

•

P-values (and CI) are merely tools,
I like to display the actual data
anyway

•

We should change what we do

•

Carry on!
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Recommendations:
• Avoid forking paths
– Pre-registration
– Fixed statistical analysis plans
• Primary designation
• Moderators
• Multiplicity adjustments

– Reproducible documents

https://ropensci.org/

Recommendations
• Okay, you insist on conducting data-driven
analyses:
– Be aware
• P-values are suspect
• CI coverage is too narrow
• Effect sizes will regress to 0 (how much?)

– Report
• Describe the nature of the plan of analysis
• Attempt to describe the researcher degrees of freedom
• Provide the issue in the Discussion
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Recommendations
• Okay, you insist on conducting data-driven
analyses:
– Formal inductive inference
• Bayesian inference is inductive inference for adults

– Allow others to reproduce your work
– Internal validation
• Bootstrapping, etc.
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Thank you!
• thoule1@mgh.harvard.edu
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